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The purpose of this note is to exhibit some new coverings in the 
free lattice, FL(n), generated by a finite number of elements. Free 
lattices were studied extensively by P. M. Whitman [l ; 2] who found 
a number of coverings. Theorem 1 of this note guarantees an infinite 
number of distinct pairs of covering elements. 

Let FL(n) have generators xi, • • • , xn. The definition of the words 
(elements) of the lattice and the ordering of the words are those of 
Whitman [ l ] . We make use of his Lemma 1.1 appearing in [2]: 

In FL(n), if w is any word and xr is any generator, then either 
w^xr or UïVr X{ ̂  w, but not both. 

LEMMA. In FL(n) let w}zxr. If [wr\([)i9*r x^^Jx^w then w covers 
wr\QJi7*rxl). 

PROOF. First note that w^w^Qô^r x^ as w^xr, but U^*, #» J x , . 
Now suppose that w è y è w n ( U , y r #»•). If y^xr, then Mi^x^y and 
hence y = wr\([)i9ér #;). If y^xr> then w g [ ^ n ( U ^ , x O j U x r g y U ^ 
= y :g w and hence y = w. 

THEOREM 1. In FL(n), let Kii^x^y. Then xr^Jy covers (x\Jy) 
r\(\J&rXi). 

PROOF. We set w = x^Jy and verify the criteria of the lemma. Since 
U&rXi è y it follows that (xr ^J y) C\ (U^ r Xi) ^ y and hence 
[(xr\Jy)r\(\)ter Xi)]VJxr^xr\Jy. The theorem now follows. 

COROLLARY. Let FL(3) have generators a, b, and c. If w is any word, 
thena\J{bC\w) covers [(aKJ(br\w)]r\(bUc). 

PROOF. bKJc^b^br\w. 
Note that a\J(bC\w) is the form of a typical element in an infinite 

ascending chain of elements in FL(3) as established in [2], thus this 
corollary gives an infinite number of pairs of distinct coverings in 
FL(3). 
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